We have developed a practical static checker that is designed to interactively mark data races and deadlocks in program source code at development time. As this use case requires a checker to be both fast and precise, we engaged a simple technique of randomized bounded concrete concurrent interpretation that is experimentally effective for this purpose. Implemented as a tool for C# in Visual Studio, the checker covers the broad spectrum of concurrent language concepts, including task and data parallelism, asynchronous programming, UI dispatching, the various synchronization primitives, monitor, atomic and volatile accesses, and finalizers. Its application to popular open-source C# projects revealed several real issues with only a few false positives.
current language versions. Static concurrency analysis continues to be an area of research where very few practical tools [26, 36] are on hand. For newer C# versions, there even exists no static checker for data races or deadlocks at all. Previous tools such as CHESS [24] have been discontinued. The situation is discussed in more detail in Section 6.
In this work, we aim to provide a practical tool that detects common concurrency errors in a slightly different setting than other work in this area. This tool should interactively support software developers when working in an integrated development environment (IDE): It should directly highlight problematic program sections with regard to concurrency during the coding. For this purpose, the following checker properties were considered essential:
• Static: The source code as displayed in the IDE needs to be analyzed. The code being written can be incomplete or contain erroneous fragments, making a program execution and thus a dynamic analysis impossible.
• Fast: Short analysis times are desired to provide quick error feedbacks to the programmers when editing or viewing source code. Ideally, the analysis should only take a few seconds or less, even for large projects.
• Precise: Reported warnings should indicate most likely real concurrency errors and infrequent false positives. In the case of many false positives, software developers may quickly ignore the messages and turn off the tool.
Apparently, these requirements imply a decisive compromise: It is impossible to create a static checker that is sound (detects all issues, no false negatives) and precise (detects only real issues, no false positives) at the same time, since this problem is undecidable (similar to the halting problem). This means that when regarding the postulated properties, we must trade soundness against precision. In other words, we deliberately accept a checker that may miss certain errors, i.e. has false negatives, with the purpose that programmers receive as many real errors as possible. Another goal of this checker is to report concurrency errors in a limited short amount of time.
Given this setting, we designed a practical static checker, called HSR Parallel Checker, for the detection of data races and deadlocks in an IDE. Our experiments with an extensive code base of million lines of code of popular open-source projects shows that the tool performs effectively in terms of precision and speed. The technique is deliberately simple and inspired by dynamic analysis, although it is integrated in a static checker. Briefly summarized, we perform a mostly concrete interpretation of the program by simulating randomized thread scheduling. Only for the cases where exact program states are not known, e.g. for external inputs, abstract states are engaged. The interpretation involves multiple runs and is bound in interpretation steps and memory, in order to remain responsive in the IDE, regardless of the project size. Seeded pseudorandomization guarantees reproducibility of the analysis.
The analysis has been implemented as a checker tool that operates on the C# 7 programming language and can be plugged in the Visual Studio IDE. Based on the .NET Compiler Platform (project Roslyn), the checker performs interactive analysis and error highlighting in the code within the IDE. While this serves as proof of concept and as a practical tool at the same time, the technique could just as well be applied to other programming languages.
The checker uses well-known verification techniques, although with differences: Our checker applies mechanisms of dynamic checkers, such as ThreadSanitizer [34] or ConTest [7] , however, it remains static, i.e. does not run the program and can deal with unknown program states. We do not aim for a complete (sound) analysis in contrast to model checking, abstract interpretation [5] , or concrete interpretation, such as Java Pathfinder [26] or CHESS [24] . Although various counter-measures to the state explosion problem exist, the huge exploration spaces inherent to these approaches are often impractical for the analysis of large projects, especially if the analysis should only take a few seconds. Similar to symbolic execution [1] , the presented checker simulates the execution by maintaining as many concrete states as possible and by using symbolic values for unknown external inputs. However, for speed reasons, we do not compute symbol conditions or path constraints, and also omit model checking. A detailed discussion is provided in Section 6.
In summary, we make the following contributions in this paper:
• The description of a heuristic checker method that is practically suited for the interactive static detection of data races and deadlocks in an IDE, a use case where very short analysis times and precision are considered essential.
• The report on the design, implementation, and experimental evaluation of this method in the form of a full-fledged checker tool for C#.
• The discussion of several concurrency errors found in popular C# open-source projects with this tool.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 defines the detected concurrency errors. Section 3 presents the checker algorithm in general. Section 4 describes its implementation for C#. Section 5 reports on the experimental evaluation of this checker. Section 6 discusses related work. Section 7 finally draws a conclusion.
DETECTED ERRORS
We focus on concurrency errors that can be defined at the level of the programming language without understanding program semantics, namely data races and deadlocks.
Data races are pairs of unsynchronized concurrent accesses on the same memory location, involving at least a write access. The granularity of a memory location depends on the programming language: In C# and Java, this is the same variable or the same array element. Unsynchronized concurrent accesses mean that two threads each effect an access, without there being a happened-before relation [19] between the accesses. A happened-before relation is established by mutually synchronizing instructions between the Figure 1 : Data race in a broken double-checked locking pattern: The write on the field instance inside the lock section can happen concurrently with the read outside the lock. Lacking a happened-before relation and corresponding memory fences, instructions in the constructor of Singleton could be reordered after the assignment of the created object, such that a not properly initialized object could be returned. Adding the volatile keyword to instance would eliminate the data race and correct the solution.
two threads. In C# and Java, this is between the release and acquisition of the same lock, the notification and waiting on the same synchronization instance, accesses to the same volatile variable, atomic accesses to the same memory location, on thread starts and joins, on task starts and awaits etc. As mentioned, only read-write, write-read, or write-write accesses are candidates for data races. Data races are a formal error, because the programming language does not specify the program behavior in such a case on purpose, to give freedom for program optimizations. Data races are often involved in race conditions, but not necessarily. For example, race conditions can occur despite the absence of data races: Accesses to shared resources may be all individually synchronized (e.g. a read per se and a write per se), but the granularity of synchronization could be too small (e.g. the read and write should be atomic together). Our checker cannot detect race conditions that do not effect data races, as explained below. Figure 1 shows an obvious case of a data race in a broken double-checked locking pattern, where the volatile keyword on the field instance would correct the sample. Figure 2 depicts another more hidden situation of data races in an erroneous parallel quicksort, accompanied by a fix. Our checker is designed to precisely detect both data race cases. As desired, the checker warnings disappear when the corresponding code is fixed.
Deadlocks are constellations where multiple threads block each other forever in a circular lock dependency. Each involved thread holds a lock, while awaiting a lock that is held by another thread in this circle. At runtime, deadlocks are equivalent to a cycle in the resource allocation graph [14] . Figure 3 outlines the deadlock in a bank transfer sample, as detected by the checker.
Other concurrency errors, such as race conditions, livelocks, and starvation generally require an understanding of the program semantics: As for race conditions, the knowledge of the granularity of critical sections and semantic state synchronizations would be essential. As for livelocks and starvation, a notion of semantic program progress despite running threads would be necessary. Therefore, we ignore these classes of errors in the checker, and focus on data races and deadlocks. 
ALGORITHM
Our checker aims to statically identify data races and deadlocks, as defined in the previous section, in a short time and with a high precision, but not necessarily all of them. Similar to concrete or abstract interpretation, we thereby incorporate a dynamic checker technique in a static analysis.
The rough idea is to map the source code to an internal representation and then repeatedly simulate the concurrent execution of this representation on an internal isolated runtime model, with random scheduling and configurable bounds. Thereby, exact program states are maintained, except for unknown external input or incomplete program parts. Concurrency errors happening on the internal model during the simulation are detected and reported as issues. Although the approach is oriented toward a dynamic checker, it is important to note that the analysis is indeed static, i.e. the program is not really executed. The simulation only runs inside the static checker, and does not provoke any side effects. Moreover, it can deal with unknown I/O or incomplete/incorrect program fragments. It comes close to a concrete interpretation except that it engages abstract (symbolic) states in a few necessary cases, uses randomization for thread scheduling, and implies bounds on the exploration. Seeded pseudo-randomization guarantees reproducibility of the checker results. It is also similar to symbolic execution with bounded analysis, however without path constraints and model checking due to performance reasons.
The following sections describe the algorithm in more detail.
Memory Model
We assume weak consistency as the memory model of the analyzed code, as is the case for the C# programming language. This means that memory accesses can be reordered as long as the serial semantics from the perspective of each thread is retained, and as long as memory fences imposed by synchronization operations are not violated. C# offers half fences with acquire-and release-semantics by volatile variable accesses or locks/unlocks, as well as, full fences by atomic operations or dedicated memory barrier instructions. The checker only interprets instructions in the order of the source code, without simulating any reordering allowed by the weak consistency of the analyzed language. Therefore, the checker's internal interpretation follows sequential consistency. As for precision, this is a valid approach since each sequentially consistent schedule also represents a valid schedule on the corresponding weak consistent model. However, the checker may miss data races that only occur with certain reordering due to weak consistency. In our case, this is acceptable as we do not strive for completeness but for precision.
Interpretation
The source code in the IDE is first transformed to an intermediate representation. In our case, this is a self-designed virtual stack machine code, resembling the .NET intermediate language, although extended with concurrency-specific instructions, such as start a thread, join a thread, acquire a lock, release a lock etc. Already compiled code could also be analyzed and mapped to this intermediate representation. For each method (and constructor etc.), a control-flow graph (CFG) is created, wherein each node reflects an instruction.
This intermediate representation is then interpreted in a sandbox. This maintains a model that represents the entire simulated state of the program as it would be in a real runtime system, although without performing I/O side effects or time consuming operations (no sleeps etc.). The runtime model comprises a set of runnable threads and the object heap. Analogous to a real runtime system, each thread carries its call stack with the method incarnations, holding their local variables and instruction pointer. Figure 4 shows the steps of the analysis algorithm. Multiple runs are simulated. Per run, a program entry is set up on the empty runtime model depending on the program type. Repeatedly, a random runnable thread is selected and its active instruction according to the CFGs simulated. It is a simple random scheduler, picking one of the runnable threads at random in each step. The checker then interprets the current instruction of the selected thread, effecting the analogous effect on the internal runtime model like in a real runtime system, except for later discussed abstract states. Depending on the state and instruction, this can also block the current thread, i.e. put the thread into a waiting queue, or wake other threads, i.e. set them as runnable again. As described in the subsequent sections, extra information is maintained to detect issues. The step of random thread selection and instruction interpretation is then repeated until a per-run bound is reached. This bound is defined by a limit on the model memory and a maximum number of simulated logical steps. The per-run bound is also reached if there is no runnable thread, i.e. the program is finished or stuck. Once the per-run bound is exceeded, the simulation model is reset and a next run simulated. This continues until an overall simulation bound is reached, defined by a total number of simulated steps of all runs. Finally, the detected issues are reported, by sorting out potential duplicate findings.
Of course, the technique of random thread scheduling and bounded interpretation is heuristic and results in an incomplete analysis, i.e. existing issues may be overseen. The rationale is to only invest a limited amount of time, such that only a subset of schedules can be analyzed. More sophisticated random scheduling [33] would require analysis of runnable threads and thus extra computation time, that is too costly for us. Interestingly, naive random scheduling also shows to be quite effective according to an empirical study [37] . Therefore, we choose the approach of a simple random scheduler. The chance of repeated, and thus unnecessary, schedules could be eliminated by remembering the past schedules in a tree but this effort is not justified as the probability exponentially decreases with the simulated program depths.
Data Race Detection
A vector clock [19] is used in the simulation model to represent the happened-before relations among the instructions performed by the threads. This information serves to infer data races in the simulation. The use of vector clocks is a well-known technique for this purpose. We only briefly revisit the algorithm here with certain technical details to support a more detailed understanding of our checker design. Each thread in the model carries its vector time, defining its own current logical time and the points in time when it has been synchronized for the last time with other threads. Apart from the thread's current vector time, a thread also records all its performed accesses, each with the time and target, i.e. of whether it is a variable or array element. Moreover, synchronization objects, e.g. monitors, semaphores, read-write locks etc., carry the vector time of their last unlock.
Regarding the vector times, the interpreter now operates as follows: On thread starts, the started thread is synchronized with the time of the current thread and the current thread's time advances. On thread joins, the current thread's time advances and it is synchronized with the time of the terminated target thread. On unlock instructions, the current thread's time advances and is recorded in the synchronization object. On lock instructions, the current thread's time is synchronized with the recorded time of the synchronization object and the current thread's time advances. On accesses, the access is recorded together with the current time in an access event of the accessing thread.
Finally, data races can be identified with this information: After accessing a variable or array element, the access is compared against all other concurrent events of other threads, i.e. events that have no happened-before relation between each other regarding the vector times of the events. We only consider accesses with an exactly interpreted target, excluding accesses with "uninterpreted" addresses (cf. Section 3.5). If two compared events access the same exactly interpreted variable or array element, and at least one write is involved, it is recorded as a data race issue. The call stacks of the involved threads and transitive parent threads can be used to compose an error trace information for the issue.
Deadlock Detection
Deadlocks can be identified by analyzing the lock hold-and-wait dependencies among threads and looking for a cycle therein [14] . As this is also a standard approach, we only briefly explain its realization in our checker: Synchronization objects in our checker model carry the information about their lock owner (or multiple owners in the case of reader-writer locks), as well as about the threads awaiting the lock. When interpreting a lock instruction that blocks the actual thread, it is checked whether there has been a cyclic wait dependency established by transitively traversing over the awaited lock and the corresponding lock holders. If a cycle has been found, a deadlock issue is recorded. The involved threads are examined to remember an error trace for the issue.
Abstract States
The interpretation is mostly concrete, i.e. maintains exact states in the simulation model whenever possible. However, in certain cases, an exact state is not defined, unless invented values are introduced. Such cases are external input (user input, files, network etc.) or results of missing or incorrect program code that cannot be simulated in the sandbox. For such an undefined input, we assume an abstract state, called "uninterpreted value" that stands for any possible value of that type. At this point, the simulation is no longer fully exact, but takes potentially imprecise assumptions. If instructions involve uninterpreted operands, different actions are taken depending on the instruction type: For a branch instruction with an uninterpreted branch condition, a random branch is taken. If a lock, unlock, thread start or thread join refers to an uninterpreted object, the checker ignores the corresponding instruction. Moreover, a data race is exempt from the issue report, if it involves an access to an uninterpreted address. For all other instructions involving uninterpreted values as operands, uninterpreted values result from that instruction. The assumptions for uninterpreted branches, locks, and thread joins reduce precision and may lead to false positives due to infeasible paths or missing synchronization. Conversely, the handling of uninterpreted unlocks or thread starts, as well as the exclusion of data races with uninterpreted addresses, could result in overlooked issues, i.e. false negatives. Our approach is deliberately much simpler than in symbolic execution: Due to performance reasons, we avoid model checking and do not maintain potentially complex path constraints or symbolic expressions.
IMPLEMENTATION
We implemented the checker algorithm for the C# programming language. Based on the .NET Compiler Platform (also known as Roslyn), a plugin for the Visual Studio IDE has been developed that performs on-the-fly analysis of the source code and reports the detected concurrency issues and highlights them in the code. The .NET Compiler Platform already provides the abstract syntax trees and semantic symbol information of the C# source code. The framework also enables custom diagnosis plugins that directly run in the IDE. We implemented such a diagnosis class and derived the call graphs with intermediate language code from the available syntax trees and semantic information. Consequently, the diagnosis runs the static analysis with the randomized interpretation. As for the thresholds, the total number of logical steps was bound to 10,000,000 and the per-run limit was set to 1,000,000 logical steps. The heap size was limited to 8MB. If none of the program entries involves multi-threading in their first run, we skip any subsequent runs. The interpretation-based analysis eventually feeds back the identified data race and deadlock issues with corresponding error traces. The error displaying is again part of the inbuilt .NET Compiler Platform. Our diagnosis is a so-called full-solution analysis that considers the entire loaded code in the IDE. The checker implementation, excluding automated tests, comprises around 11,000 lines of code.
Specific aspects had to be addressed in the checker algorithm that are related to C# and the .NET framework, namely the selection of program entries and C#-specific concurrency features.
Program Entry Selection
Each interpretation round in the checker needs to start from a program entry. Two different strategies are used for the entry selection, an initial entry or an in-the-middle start.
An initial entry denotes a real starting point into the program. It depends on the type of the analyzed assembly: For a console application, this is the main method. The uninterpreted value is assigned to the parameter of the main method, see Section 3.5. For graphic user interfaces (UIs), we create and initialize the user interfaces and simulate a feasible random UI event sequence. For unit tests, the entries are the test methods after having instantiated and initialized the test classes. For libraries, we conservatively consider all publicly accessible members (methods, constructors, properties etc.) as entry point and select randomly. It would be possible to also test concurrent accesses of the library from outside but lacking a formal specification of the library's thread safety, we consider sequential library accesses to minimize false positives. Again, uninterpreted values are assigned to the parameters of library entry methods. In the case of a non-static method, the corresponding object is first instantiated.
Since the interpreter is bounded in the number of steps, we aim to increase the coverage by also selecting random in-the-middle starts. For this purpose, we collect methods that directly or indirectly start threads and consider them as potential in-the-middle starting points. The checker then randomly selects such starting points for the interpretation. The uninterpreted values are also helpful here to set up the parameters or related object states. While this strategy increases the potential of finding more issues, it also relaxes precision, and is thus a further reason why false positives are possible.
We select the program entry per assembly (.NET project) of the program (.NET solution) loaded in the IDE, although we perform a full-program (full-solution) analysis starting from this entry point.
Language-Specific Concurrency
This section discusses practical details of the checker with regard to C#. We support C# version 7 with most language concepts. Some limitations apply, as described in the next section. Specific concurrency features in .NET and C# thereby require special handling:
• Tasks of a thread pool, as offered by the .NET Task Parallel Library [20] , can be mapped to simple threads in the interpretation. This is because parallel tasks can be scheduled on different worker threads but not necessarily. We conservatively consider the highest possible concurrency degree.
• Parallel loops and invokes are mapped to a multi-task start and join pattern. Task continuations are also imitated.
• The UI dispatcher loop is simulated by having a dedicated UI thread that sequentially schedules the UI events. Proper synchronization across the events by the submitting threads is realized.
• The C# async and await [2] programming model is mapped to equivalent task continuations by considering the two different scheduling options for the post-await continuation, i.e. with dispatcher and without dispatcher.
• Monitor synchronization with wait and pulsing, as well as all synchronization primitives, semaphores, reader-writer locks, barriers, count-down events, auto-reset-event etc. in the API are simulated with the corresponding vector time synchronizations.
• Accesses to volatile variables or dedicated volatile memory accesses are flagged in the corresponding access event of the threads. Data races are exempt if the two involved accesses are both volatile.
• Atomic accesses are also implemented and count as volatile in the access history and the data race detection. Explicit memory barriers (fences) advance the vector time of the effecting thread.
• The collection API, both non-thread-safe and the concurrent versions, are supported. Concurrent unsynchronized accesses to same non-thread-safe collection instance are also reported as an error by the checker.
• Garbage collection is also simulated to identify pending finalizers at regular intervals. Finalizers often are an overlooked source of concurrency errors and thus simulated by a finalizer thread in our checker.
Limitations
The current checker version has a few implementation restrictions that may reduce precision and coverage in specific areas:
• Only the C# source code of the active program (.NET solution) is analyzed, but not the referenced external libraries.
Results from external libraries are treated as uninterpreted abstract states.
• A few language features are not yet exactly interpreted but simplified by using abstract states: language-integrated query (LINQ), parallel LINQ, yield statements, weak references, unsafe/unmanaged code, and certain standard API functionality.
• The program entry selection for web applications and web services with ASP.NET and WebApi are not yet specifically implemented but the assembly is only treated as a conventional library.
These limitations are not for conceptual reasons but a question of engineering time. We plan to extend the corresponding analysis in future versions.
EVALUATION
We take two approaches to assess the checker: Firstly, we apply it on larger open-source projects to see whether it is practically effective. Secondly, we compare it to other concurrency checkers with smaller tests.
Practical Evaluation
As for the evaluation with realistic larger projects, we selected the top ten .NET C# projects from GitHub by the number of stars awarded in the user ranking. We excluded projects that do not include thread or task starts in productive code, i.e. code that may run at a user and is not unit-test or integration-test code. Moreover, we also skipped the .NET runtime implementations themselves, as they implement threading in their own classes and do not use it from an imported standard library, as it is expected in our checker. The selection hence comprised Roslyn, SignalR, Nancy, ILSpy, CefSharp, ReactiveUI, MsBuild, Hangfire, Polly, and NLog. We also searched for .NET projects with keywords on concurrency and parallelization and picked the GitHub projects ranked with at least 2000 stars, being Orleans, Akka.Net, and Rx.NET. With this approach, a benchmark of 13 .NET projects was assembled. For each project (.NET solution), we used the latest stable version (selected on 28 June 2017). Table 1 summarizes the different projects, providing the version, a brief description and code metrics. We counted the source lines of code (SLOC), the number of classes, the number of methods (including constructors, property accessors, lambdas, inner functions), as well as the code locations with explicit or implicit thread starts. The "thread starts" metric includes task launches in a thread pool, but excludes finalizers, task continuations, and await continuations. In total, the benchmark comprises a substantial code base of about 3.5 million SLOC, much more than has been reported in previous literature on concurrency checkers.
Our checker was applied to the benchmark of Table 1 inside Visual Studio 2017 on an Intel i7-4712MQ CPU with 2.3 GHz and 8GB main memory. Each GitHub project (a .NET solution) of the benchmark consisted of multiple C# assemblies (also called .NET projects) that were analyzed. Table 2 shows the results: We measured the total analysis time (including Roslyn compilation), and the corresponding average time per assembly in that .NET solution. The analysis proved to be fast, taking 1.71 seconds on average per assembly, and requiring 12.93 minutes in total for the entire code base. We also edited the code to see that the checker responded in similar short period as is desired for an interactive IDE code analysis. The tool reported 121 issues, all of them data races or thread-unsafe usage of API, that we eventually studied and classified. We performed manual code inspection for all reported issues. Many of the 121 detected issues stem from related patterns or have common root causes. We figured out that these issues had 13 different causes/patterns. Code review also revealed that 14 of the 121 issues are false positives, and only 107 are real issues, true positives, that can theoretically occur at runtime, although some may be unlikely. Out of these 107 issues, 89 reside in productive assemblies. The remainder belongs to sample or unit test code. We reported all issues in productive code that we identified as true positives. Deadlocks have not been found in the code base. However, to see that the deadlock detection principally works, we manually inserted deadlock-prone code at program entries (Roslyn VBCSCompiler.Main and NLog InstallNLogConfig.Main) and noticed that these were correctly identified.
We found the following data races in productive code: In Roslyn, the checker revealed a case in the language service implementation where a static constructor launches a task that writes a static field s_delayMilliseconds, which can be read by methods called TurnOffLowLatencyMode and UseLowLatencyModeForProcessingUserInput, see Figure 5 . The risk of occurrence and impact may be considered relatively low but it is formal data race. In SignalR, we found several related races (data races and thread-unsafe calls) in a load test utility called Crank. Since Crank is used as a tool for testing web applications in the programmer community, we also consider it as productive code, not as sample or unit test code. Figure 6 sketches a data race in SignalR that leads to consequent races. NLog contains a data race pattern involving a timer, see Figure 7 . Our tool detected similar repeated data races in Rx.NET, see Figure  8 . In one project, Nancy, we also found a false negative, a data race that remained undetected by our tool. The reason is that it requires a specific series of external calls to the library that is not simulated by our tool. We also reported this issue.
We identified the following reasons for false positives: (1) For SignalR, the checker missed a happened-before relation for a specific continuation API call, an issue that we corrected after the evaluation. (2) For CefSharp, specific ordering of a seldom UI initialization event (HandleCreated before window initialization) is not implemented. NLog, the timer period was set to an infinite value, meaning it is a single occurrence that is not yet handled by the checker. These false positives could be avoided by introducing a broader and more precise support of the .NET API, which is eventually a question of effort. The false positive rate is relatively low with 12%, nevertheless.
None of the observed false positives is related to the imprecise interpretation with abstract states. We see three reasons for this: Firstly, uninterpreted values only stem from a few external sources (e.g. user inputs) since we analyze the entire project source code with a limited number of external libraries that cannot be analyzed. Secondly, none of the detected races depends on execution traces Table 2 : Evaluation results of the checker with the total and per-assembly analysis times and the detected issues, their underlying causes, the grouping into false and true positives, as well as the fraction of issues in productive code. with mutually exclusive branch conditions inferred from uninterpreted values. The identified data races thus seem to follow simpler patterns regarding branches. Thirdly, locks do typically not target uninterpreted objects, as it is a C# design practice to lock on aggregated helper instances inside classes, such that the helper is concretely interpretable.
Tool Comparison
We also aim to compare our tool to other concurrency checkers. As mentioned, there exist only a few maintained and publicly available concurrency checkers, and unfortunately, none for C#. The predestined candidate tool CHESS [24] (discontinued in 2009) lacks 64-bit platform support and could not be applied. We therefore performed an indirect evaluation by assembling a benchmark of smaller test cases that we ported from C# to other programming languages, namely Java and C++. For the comparison, we chose Java Pathfinder (JPF) [26] as a well-known static checker for Java programs, and ThreadSanitizer [34] as a representative of a dynamic checker working on C/C++ code. We built the JPF binaries from the source repository using the latest checkin of Feb. 2017 and used ThreadSanitizer as part of the Clang 3.3 compiler. We took the same machine as in the previous section.
Our benchmark comprises the following characteristic test cases, each being implemented in C#, Java, and C++: (1) DCL Broken: The defect double checked locking pattern shown in Figure 1 . (2) DCL Fixed: The correct implementation of double checked locking, using volatile in C# and Java, and applying atomic accesses in C++ (as volatile in C does not define a fence). (3) Quicksort Broken: The defect quicksort implementation explained in Figure  2 . In JPF, we had to use threads instead of ForkJoinPool tasks due to an internal JPF exception. Race: An infinite periodic timer with tick events that provoke data races. (10) Finalizer Race: A data race scenario between a GC finalizer and the mutator. This case is not applicable for C++ since C++ has no GC. We had to avoid user inputs in the mentioned test cases in order not to block JPF (concrete interpretation) and ThreadSanitizer (dynamic analysis). Table 3 summarizes the test cases with their actual issues. It also denotes the runtimes and detected results for the three compared checkers: Our checker (C#), Java Pathfinder (Java), and ThreadSanitizer (C++). The runtimes are the average of three subsequent measurements. They are indicated in seconds and rounded to one significant figure, where short runtimes below 100 milliseconds are not further resolved.
As can be seen, most of the cases are accurately analyzed, i.e. at least one of the corresponding issues is reported for a broken test cases and no problem is indicated in a correct version. There are only a few exceptions: JPF has a false positive on DCL Fixed as it does not exempt volatile accesses from data races. Threadunsafe collection accesses remain undetected in JPF, explaining the false negative in the Buffer Broken case. The false negative on Finalizer Race occurs because JPF does not examine GC finalizers. ThreadSanitizer does not feature a deadlock detection, and therefore misses the corresponding issue in the Bank Broken test.
Generally, short analysis times of a few seconds were measured, although with a few exceptions: Certain cases ran for a very long time in JPF due to an exponentially grown search space, and we manually stopped them after an hour. This shows how a static analysis like JPF can lead to impractically long runtimes, even for the relatively small programs of this comparison. As for ThreadSanitizer, certain analyses did not terminate because the tested program were endless themselves (Quicksort Broken due the bug explained in Figure 2 , and Timer Race due to its infinite periodic ticker).
Our checker exhibits short analysis times of usually less than one second. Only the quicksort case required more time than in the other checkers. A reason for this is that our checker does not stop on the first data race encounter but continues its search. More specifically, it reports 10 data races for the Quicksort Broken case, while JPF reports one data race, and ThreadSanitizer three data races.
RELATED WORK
As concurrency analysis is a heavily studied research field, we can only discuss a selected set of prior work. The discussion is categorized into static and dynamic analysis.
Static Analysis
Bug style checkers are predominant in industrial application, e.g. checkers, e.g. FindBugs for Java [15] or Code Analysis for .NET [23] . As these checkers only statically identify specific code antipatterns, including concurrency-related bugs, they do not perform an overall analysis, and are unable to detect data races or deadlocks in general. Their advantage and probably also the reason for the prevalence is, however, the relatively fast execution time of a few seconds, even for MLOC programs. The work of Santhiar and Kanade [31] detects a specific concurrent thread blocking pattern in the async-await programming model of C#.
The lockset algorithm is a broadly known static data race detection method. It has been introduced by Warlock [35] , and applied in RacerX [9] and others [18, 25, 39, 41] . The idea is to gather the taken locks per memory access and verify that all accesses to the same location carry at least a common lock. It is a flow-sensitive analysis, except for Warlock. RacerX additionally performs a deadlock analysis by also computing the lock orders. The limitation of the basic lockset algorithm and its checkers [9, 18, 35, 39] is that it ignores that only specific code regions run effectively concurrent to each other. This makes the approach prone to false positives. For this purpose, code annotations [9, 35] or heuristic discrimination of code into concurrent or non-concurrent [9] is used. Chord [25] improves the precision by implementing extra analyses, such as of aliasing and thread starts. The static analysis of von Praun and Gross [41] additionally considers thread joins. MayHappen-in-Parallel (MHP) relations [27] give a more precise definition of which instructions may run concurrently. Static vector clocks [45] thereby offer a very efficient approach to compute these relations, achieving higher precision than other static checkers. All these mechanisms are sound, though some with specific exemptions, which is the major advantage over our checker. They, however, inherently have less precision than our approach as we only simulate a series of mostly concrete program traces.
Precision in data race analysis can also be increased by constraintbased analysis, such as in Locksmith [29] , or model checking [4, 24, 26, 36] . Such analysis, however, inherently suffer from the exponential state explosion problem, making it often inapplicable to larger programs. Despite numerous techniques against state explosion [3] , the search space of practical multiple KLOC programs is still too large to be analyzable in only a few seconds. Java Pathfinder (JPF) [26] performs a concrete interpretation similar to our checker but with an exhaustive analysis, thus also having exponential runtimes. The same applies to CHESS [24] that systematically explores all concurrent schedules, although with a stateless replay technique. A concrete interpretation, however, requires a program without external IO inputs to be automatically testable. Abstract interpretation [5] can reduce the state space but the analysis time still grows exponentially. This has also been applied to JPF [26] . Symbolic execution [1] maintains as many concrete states as possible but can deal with unknown external inputs, by using symbolic expressions and deriving path constraints that are eventually analyzed by a model checker. Moreover, Polyspace [36] is an industrial static checker that detects data races and deadlocks based on abstract interpretation. Some static checkers trade soundness against higher precision and higher performance: Bounded model checking [3] limits the analysis depth but still leads to exponential state spaces. Prior art on random interpretation [6, 13] does not tackle data race or deadlock analysis. Our checker uses a mostly concrete interpretation, with a certain extent of abstraction, in combination with randomized thread scheduling.
Except for the bug style checkers, JPF [26] , and the Polyspace checker [36] , all the mentioned static tools are either publicly unavailable or no longer maintained. The CHESS [24] project has been discontinued after 2009 and newer .NET programs can no longer be analyzed. 
Dynamic Analysis
Dynamic checkers have certain prevalence in practice because of their precision. They commonly instrument programs to monitor the program execution and thereby detect runtime errors that effectively occurred. Some examples of practically used and maintained dynamic concurrency checker tools are Intel Inspector [17] , Thread Sanitizer [34] , or Helgrind [38] . They typically analyze happened-before relations [19] which is the most precise algorithm.
Earlier dynamic checkers used weaker algorithms than happened-before analysis: The earliest known dynamic checker of data races [22] focused on start/join dependencies instead of general synchronizations. Later, Eraser [32] applied the lockset algorithm. A different approach is taken by von Praun and Gross [40] by tracking object ownership at runtime. O'Callahan and Choi [28] use a hybrid of happened-before and lockset analysis.
LiteRace [21] speeds up the happened-before-based data race analysis using sampling to a certain extent instead of fully instrumented code. FastTrack [11] and AccuLock [42] avoid costs of unnecessarily fine-grained vector clocks by adaptive representations of the happened-before relations. RaceTrack [44] applies adaptive granularities in the race detection, from the object level down to field level, to make the dynamic checker faster. DataCollider [10] introduces a light-weight random sampling techniques based on breakpoints that performs very effectively for low-level kernel code.
Predictive testing [16, 30, 43] combines static analysis with a dynamic checker: Generally, from the postmortem dynamic trace, alternative feasible schedules are statically derived to also detect issues in those traces by using a constraint solver. A similar hybrid approach is taken by concolic testing [12] : Programs are tested by concrete execution using initial random inputs, while simultaneously performing a symbolic execution to derive path constraints. The constraints eventually serve to derive new input cases for subsequent execution. The difficulty often is the computational complexity of a constraint solver.
ConTest [7] is related to our checker insofar that it also introduces random thread interleaving by introducing sleeps for data race and deadlock detection. Contrary to this, we never effectively delay the threads by sleeps in our checker, but directly simulate the scheduler. Rapos [33] proposes a more sophisticated random scheduler that experimentally performs more uniformly with regard to non-equivalent thread interleaving selects a sub-set of mutually independent runnable threads. We choose the simple scheduler, as we can then avoid the mutual thread independency analysis in each scheduler round. An empirical study [37] also shows that naive random scheduling performs relatively effectively in comparison to more sophisticated approaches. Delay-bound scheduling [8] adds a fix of variations in an otherwise-deterministic scheduler to make it non-deterministic.
As is the case with all dynamic checkers, our checker aims at precision but is unsound. However, as our checker is static and not dynamic, it does not require a running program and can deal with incomplete program parts and external inputs.
From a practical perspective, the following discussed tools are still publicly available and maintained according to our study: Intel Inspector [17] , ThreadSanitizer [34] , and Helgrind [38] .
CONCLUSION
Concurrency errors should be eliminated as early as possible, ideally already at coding time in the integrated development environment. For this use case, a static analysis with short duration and high precision is considered important, even if does not necessarily detect all issues. We took the approach of mostly concrete interpretation with random scheduling and bounded exploration for this purpose. This mechanism has been implemented for C#, by covering the broad concurrency spectrum of the language, including task-based and asynchronous programming, the various synchronization primitives, as well as, atomic/volatile accesses and GC finalizers. Offered as a plugin for Visual Studio, it analyzes the source code of the IDE in the background and directly marks issues in the code. The experimental evaluation of popular open-source C# projects shows that the checker can uncover a good amount of concurrency issues. The analysis thereby takes a few seconds per C# assembly and only exhibits few false positives.
AVAILABILITY
The HSR Parallel Checker is available for free in the Visual Studio Marketplace. More information can be found on the project website: http://parallel-checker.com.
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